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About This Content

A piece of history is back! Discover the busline 24A from Zentrum Kagran (U) to the outskirts of the town in the 22nd district
of Vienna in the high-floor bus LU 200. This interesting and demanding route from 2005 has been beautifully reconstructed in
great detail using lots of objects. So a long-time driving pleasure for beginners and advanced OMSI enthusiasts is guaranteed.

Accept the challenge and steer this legendary bus – the LU200 – through the Vienna traffic.

The route

The busline 24A is located in the 22nd district of Vienna (Donaustadt). The reconstructed route from 2005 and today’s route are
basically the same as they lead drive from Kagraner Platz to Invalidensiedlung. In addition, the former busline 24A of 2005 was

even longer as you could drive to Kagran - the former final stop of the subway line U1 before its extension which had been a
huge and important hub for bus lines and tram lines. When the U1-extension in September 2006 took place, the busline 24A was
shortened to Kagraner Platz and changed to low-floor operation which marked the end of the last high-floor bus LU 200 on this

route.

All in all there are three routes as well as various variations including diversions according to schedule offering a welcome
change for the bus driver on these routes. The main route takes you from Kagran (U) to Invalidensiedlung. According to

schedule the line can be shortened to Breitenlee Schule or Neueßling. Furthermore there are 3 more diversions: Routes through
Breitenlee Nebenfahrbahn

Bus type LU 200 M11 of Wiener Linien (Vienna’s public transport company)
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The LU 200 M11 (=regular service bus with underfloor engine, 200 hp, 11m long) was especially constructed by the Austrian
manufacturer ÖAF Gräf & Stift and Steyr-Daimler Puch for Wiener Linien. The body is similar to the first generation of
German VÖV standard urban regular service buses but it has an additional third passenger door in the back as it is common for

Vienna buses. The bus uses a spark ignition engine for LPG operation.

Consisting of 345 buses, the LU 200 is by far the biggest bus series in the history of Wiener Linien and was manufactured as the
longest too (1978-1992). The last LU 200 was used for public transport by Wiener Linien on 21 May 2007. The very last LU

200 served as a driving school bus and was finally retired after about 30 years on 9 March in 2009.

Bus-type LU 200 – Beautiful recreation of Wiener Linien

Historic original route Vienna: Busline 24A from 2005

About 350 new objects and street models

Real streets & buildings – maximum authenticity

3 different routes with original schedule

Original Wiener Linien-announcements (!)

AI tram-type E1 – Original recreation of Wiener Linien

AI tram-type ULF – Original recreation of Wiener Linien

AI subway-type U – Original recreation of Wiener Linien

Interesting and demanding route of lines

Lots of beautiful details
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To set the record straight, those reviews below complaining about not being able to play the map was total crap.You must also
love OMSI to own this. First of all, this comes with a nice bus. Hard at first to use, but overall nice. Second, The map, you do
experience a lot. You experience bustling city to calming countryside in basically any weather you please. You can see old
trams, new trams, and lots of buses(of course,the bus that comes with Vienna, the Graf-Steyr M11 LU200.) There are also some
nice objects for those who want to create maps that you can use, but under certain rules and limitations. In short, Vienna is a
nice addition to one's OMSI collection, but don't be surprised if you fall asleep!. Nice add-one for great simulator. Before using
this Add-one you need to change System locale to German, else map will not load correctly.. this is exactly the quirky stuff we
love about omsi.. For some reason most of the map is absent. I have Kagran and tram line. All other tiles are gone. I don't know
what to do,. I OMSI vienna downloaded via steam but in omsi2 he indicates that the game can not find the folder, how do I fix
this
. can someone tell me were to find the ibis codes
. I to cant use the map - not loaded :-(
Some ideas?. How can i activate the dlc? the map is blank and in the options says its not activated.. ?!
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DO NOT BUY THIS !!!!!!! it is a waste of time and money NONE of the maps will work and you only get 1 type of bus and
only 1 type of livery.. I really like the atmosphere. I hope they add more too it. The bus is a very nice one to drive.. "Map not
found!"

If I could run this add-on, that would be nice. As it is, however, it refuses to load.. For everyone that needs to know hot to play
the map Just select the map and Press "Play without busses" Simple:) Then you can start playing It how it used to be And I think
this happens because You have never started up the map It should work.. i cant use the map
. I recommend this route for those that like older Austrian buses. The route itself is a balanced diet of city and urban driving as
the Route 24 depending on the final destination you choose can end at the suburbs and you get the chance to floor it on the open
road section once you get out of central Vienna.

The map has AI operated trams that run within the city area of the map and also there is an AI articulated verion of the rigid 3
door bus that is the player bus. Also the map has new background passenger sounds as you will hear people talking on the bus
when its full as per real life.

The only downsides to the route is that the textures are not in full HD and the map itself is a bit limited. But other than that. Its a
nice route for the price that I paid as I got this in a Steam deal sale.

I give it a 7\/10.
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